
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  
 

Savant’s No-Compromise Shade Offerings Deliver Elegant  
Solutions for Every Project  

 

Savant Shades deliver uncompromising aesthetics for both new construction and retrofit projects, 
including wired and wireless options featuring the same sophisticated, minimalist appearance 

 

HYANNIS, MASS. August 13th, 2019 — Savant®, a leader in smart home technology, has expanded their 
shade offerings to include both battery-powered motor solutions as well as new quiet, high-powered 
wired motors. Unlike bulky, unsightly motorized shades, all Savant wired or wireless solutions fit into the 
same low-profile tube and bracketing system, giving integrators a no-compromise window treatment for 
both new construction and retrofit applications.   
 

Motorized Shade Revolution   
Savant’s advanced shading options enable integrators to sell design first, confident that whichever 
motor technology suits the application, the finished product will look fantastic in the home. For retrofit 
projects, Savant’s new rechargeable battery-powered motors install into the same high quality JGeiger 
bracketing system as the wired solution and are available with over 400 fabric choices with sheer, 
translucent and blackout options. Savant Shades can be controlled within the Savant smart home 
ecosystem via the Pro Remote and Savant Pro App, locally or remotely.  
 

The Perfect Combination of Silent and Powerful   
Savant’s latest shading solutions also deliver higher-power motors that effortlessly support large 
window walls yet raise and lower to a barely audible whisper. Integrators will appreciate that the new 
motors connect to Savant’s low-voltage power enclosure that easily manages power supplies for both 
low-voltage keypads and shades.   
 

Brackets for Every Project  
Savant offers multiple bracket styles to accommodate any installation. Design-first exposed roller 
brackets are available in both inside/jamb mount and floating/outside mount styles, and can be ordered 
in different finishes – White, Black, Black Aluminum and Silver Aluminum. Additionally, Savant offers 
basic pocket bracket kits that can be used in both a traditional hidden pocket installation or as part of 
Savant’s Negative Reveal Pocket Kits.  
 

Testimonial  
Savant’s new shading solutions raise the bar in the luxury shading market. Whether the shades are wired 
or wireless, the finished installation is visually unparalleled. The look and performance is without par. 
Michael Volk, Owner at Modern Media Innovations LLC, Dayton, OH 

All available now.  

For more information on Savant, visit savant.com  
 

PLEASE VISIT SAVANT AT THE 2019 CEDIA EXPO BOOTH 1500 
  

DOWNLOAD ARTWORK HERE 
 

About Savant: Savant Systems, LLC is a recognized leader in home control and automation, and one of the fastest-growing 
smart home companies in the luxury and mid-markets. Savant’s powerful Pro technology brings together the four pillars of 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/jr48y662umh34a5/AADmxcR8PIE54dhQdSsbQoLFa?dl=0


automation – climate, lighting, entertainment and energy – together in a single application interface for the homeowner. This 
comprehensive whole-home control system, available through iOS and Android, delivers the premiere experience in all of home 
automation and is available through Magnolia Design Centers and Savant’s global network of Authorized Integrators. Learn 
more at www.savant.com.   
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